Technology Support Committee
June 16, 2016

Attendance: Aaron Lott, Alex Bluemel, Azucena Aguayo, Ben Burk, Beth Myrer, Brett McKeachnie, Dan Zacharias, Darel Hawkins, David Song, David Tobler, Doug Hales, Gary Hooper, Jacob Oldroyd, James George, Jermy Mecham, John Berry, Jordan Kratochvil, Kim Leseberg, Landrey Hawkins, Niles Wimber, Phil Ah You, Preston Steward, Riley Johnson, Ryan Jensen, Skyler Jeppson, Tia Breck, Travis Skene

Conducting: David Tobler

Minutes: Beth Myrer

Follow up
- Dave was not able to check on the Corel license usage with Ray – will carry on
- Adobe packages – SCCM has done some work on this – trying to find a happy medium
- Trying to get the application manager to run, will then put it in the labs, so the updates can be suppressed
- 2016 Adobe products will be coming out in the next week or two
- Discussion of stand-alone versions
- Have received the cloud version

Computer Shop
- Deadline has passed
- Tia is working on getting machines out quickly
- Will be closed for inventory June 29 and 30
- Working on a new Web Site – incorporated into Wolverine Marketplace/SciQuest

SCCM
- Have been sending out updates weekly
- Having problems with WSUS downloading new updates on Window 10, Windows 7 is unaffected, but should be getting updates for Windows 7
- Microsoft issued an update that broke WSUS
- Have enrollment for MACs but there is no object behind them so it is not working yet
- There are a number of issues that Microsoft is helping work on – Ray is involved
- Send Jacob apps that need to be built
- Standard loads are available so it is a good time to test
- Are working on getting the shared portion available
Bradford

• Marketing went out June 16 – in UVAnnounce
• Ray will put something in UVU Need to Know on Friday
• There will NOT be a postcard sent out to campus
• June 23 is begin date – begin with the departments in the BA building – and spread from there by June 28
• Update regarding deployment in IT – not going to everyone yet (50%) – the rest has to be done manually
• Service Desk in enforcing login registration
• Enforcement will be turned on one building (switch) at a time in July – starting with the BA building
• Will send notices regarding progress once a week and what switches are turned on
• Contact Doug if training is needed
• When looking at a switch to turn it on – will run a report listing which devises are not registered – and the area tech in charge will be notified so the issue can be addressed – there will be approximately a week to get them addressed

John Berry will conduct the next meeting on July 21